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Abstract: This research was designed to test and extend the model of emotional dissonance. Previous
models of emotional dissonance, such as the Job Demand-Resource (JD-R) and the Stress-Strain-
Outcome (SSO) models, are limited in that they do not account for the influences of work and
work–family-related conflicts. The present paper focused on emotional labor carried out by married
women working in call centers. We developed the model of emotional dissonance influencing
intrinsic motivation and job stress, with the moderating effects of work overload and work–family
conflict. The data of 468 employees analyzed using least square regression showed that that emotional
dissonance is positively related to job stress, but is negatively related to intrinsic motivation. Both
work overload and work–family conflict were found to be significant moderators that aggravate the
positive relationships between emotional dissonance and job stress, and the negative relationships
between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation. Theoretical and practical implications on
emotional labor and emotional dissonance are discussed.

Keywords: emotional dissonance; job stress; intrinsic motivation; work overload; work-family
conflict; call center

1. Introduction

The advancement of Information & Communication Technology (ICT) in the service
industry allowed firms to adopt increasing use of non-face-to-face methods rather than
traditional employment practices for customer service. Call centers are most commonly
adopted by companies to provide customer service through ICT systems. However, call
center workers frequently deal with complaints and verbal aggression from customers,
experiencing greater emotional labor (Aksin et al. 2007; Rod and Ashill 2013). In such
situations, workers in call centers experience inconsistent emotional harmony between
the actual experiences they undergo contacting their customers and those required in
accordance with the policy described in the job description of the company.

Since emotional labor can be a stressor for the workers in call centers (Pugliesi 1999)
and, at the same time, customer services depend on their perceived emotions so that cus-
tomers directly interact with them via telephone equipped with the ICT system, many
researchers are interested in how emotional dissonance is associated with job stress and
work motivation. Specifically, emotional dissonance, which is the inconsistency between
the state of emotional labor processes and surfacing emotions, is likely to be linked with
burnout, which lowers individual workers’ productivity and leads to psychological frustra-
tion (Bakker and Heuven 2006). Therefore, company managers recognize the emotional
dissonance of workers as an important factor, especially for workers who are in direct
contact with their customers through the ICT system.
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However, previous studies of emotional dissonance have focused on the outcomes of
emotional labor, rather than examining how emotional labor can be determined. Extant
studies have sought implications for management to control the emotional dissonance of
workers, rather than attempting to theorize how emotional dissonance generates the nega-
tive outcomes. Nonetheless, fruitful new attempts have focused on what causes emotional
dissonance and how emotional dissonance can be aggravated under certain circumstances
(Cheung and Tang 2010; Ghislieri et al. 2017; Jeon and Yoon 2017; Molino et al. 2016). Al-
though previous studies have assumed that emotional dissonance seems more likely to
appear in certain occupations, workers in the service industry that experience emotional
labor are most likely to be non-regular workers and married women and, therefore, may
undergo similar work experiences both in the workplace and the family (Ju et al. 2018;
Reifman et al. 1991). However, few studies have focused on emotional dissonance of mar-
ried and irregular women workers who are more exposed to conflicts between their work-
place and family. Considering that marital adjustment of married women is a significant
source of depression and stress (Hashmi et al. 2007), it is crucial to consider the psychosocial
risks experienced by married women at work. In addition, since the physical and psychoso-
cial working environment of call center employees presupposes face-to-face contact with
their customers via telephone, similarly to other conventional workers in a service industry,
they are more likely to be exposed to emotional labor (Norman et al. 2004). Considering the
above, there is still a lack of relevant research on call center workers at present and, to the
best of our knowledge, no empirical evidence focusing on the deterioration of emotional
dissonance in married women working in call centers is available.

The main aims of the present study were as follows. First, we sought to examine
how emotional dissonance experienced by married women working in call centers affects
their job stress and intrinsic motivation. Second, we investigated the main and moderating
effects of work overload and work–family conflict on the relationship between emotional
dissonance and job stress, and on the relationship between emotional dissonance and
intrinsic motivation. In doing so, we attempted to apply and extend previous models of
emotional dissonance and seek to better describe the emotional labor of married women,
especially the workers in call centers who are most likely to experience emotional dis-
sonance, and to assess the relationship between emotional dissonance, job stress, and
intrinsic motivation.

The findings of the present study provide valuable implications for researchers in-
terested in emotional labor and emotional dissonance in call centers. Our results yield
useful information for researchers and practitioners focusing on work–life balance and
those having an interest in the change and development of the work environment.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Emotional Labor and Emotional Dissonance in Call Center: An Application

Unlike manual labor or cognitive labor, emotional labor has not received much schol-
arly attention in recent years. Nonetheless, the growth in the service industry is marked by
the growing awareness of the importance of effective emotional labor management. The
first researcher who used the term ‘emotional labor’ was Arlie R. Hochschild, an American
sociologist. She observed the jobs of Delta flight crews and bill collectors and introduced
the sociological analysis of emotional labor (Hochschild 1979). She defined emotional
labor as the empowerment of a worker to control and manage his/her emotions in a way
that reinforces, disguises, and hides his/her emotions so that s/he may feel. She later
identified emotional regulation in the organizational rules and categorized emotional labor
into surface acting and deep acting (Hochschild 1983).

Today, many companies use call centers as a marketing service channel for their
customers (Jeon and Yoon 2017; Russell 2008). In a typical work environment of a call
center, service agents interact with customers primarily on the phone or via other computer-
aided communication channels (Van Jaarsveld and Poster 2013). Furthermore, the quality
of conversations (content, style, adherence to policies) is assessed by recording and/or
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listening to those conversations (Aksin et al. 2007; Holman 2003; Moradi et al. 2014). For
these reasons, call center work is demanding, repetitive, and often stressful, which can lead
to high levels of turnover and absenteeism, in addition to the inability to meet quantitative
targets (Lewig and Dollard 2003; Taylor and Bain 1999; Workman and Bommer 2004).

Previous studies identified that workers working in call centers perceive stress dif-
ferently (Lewin and Sager 2007; Lin et al. 2010; Rod and Ashill 2013; Wegge et al. 2010;
Zapf et al. 2003). For example, workers of call centers reported feeling stressed by con-
sumer complaints and protests due to unreasonable demands, personality abuse, sexual
harassment remarks, and a high-pressure posture, all of which can lead to psychological
exhaustion or burnout caused by malicious consumers. In particular, psychosocial factors,
such as poor managerial support, or limited opportunities to influence their work, influence
physical and mental stress (Halford and Cohen 2003; Norman et al. 2004). At the same
time, call center workers are asked to be more customer-oriented and are expected to
show abilities such as remaining calm, actively listening, and being patient and empathic
(Lloyd and Payne 2009).

A recent study by Biggio and Cortese (2013) emphasizes wellbeing in the workplace
through the interaction between individual characteristics and organizational context. This
means that job characteristics reflecting job demand and resources and, at the same time,
the work and work–family-related factors, are also needed to be introduced as another
stressor that influences emotional labor for call center workers. This also implies the work
and work–family conflict should be considered to explain the behavior for married women
working in call centers.

2.2. The Existing Models of Emotional Dissonance

The main focus of previous empirical studies can be summarized as follows. First,
in earlier research on emotional dissonance, several studies investigated the relationship
between emotional dissonance and emotional exhaustion, including burnout. Overall,
there are two prominent models to explain the antecedents of emotional dissonance. The
first model is the Job Demand-Resource (JD-R) Model. The JD-R model refers to a heuristic
model that is able to specify how two different sets of working conditions may produce
both health impairment and motivation (Bakker and Demerouti 2007). In this model,
job demands refer to physical, psychological, social, or organizational aspects of a job
that require sustained physical and/or psychological effort and, therefore, are associated
with certain costs. Job resources represent sets of autonomy in jobs, which represents the
degree of control over one’s own tasks and behavior at work (Morris and Feldman 1996).
Overall, job demands themselves are not negative, but become job stressors when meeting
those demands requires high effort from which the person cannot adequately recover
(Meijman and Mulder 1998).

The second model is the Stress–Strain-Outcome (SSO) model devised by Koeske et al.
(1993) to illustrate the stress process. Koeske et al. (1993), and later Tetrick et al. (2000),
reported work stressors such as workload may influence diverse work outcomes through
the mediation of emotional exhaustion. A common focus adopted in previous studies is emo-
tional exhaustion and depletion from work overload (Koeske et al. 1993; Tetrick et al. 2000),
which will eventually influence important job outcomes, such as job satisfaction.

However, although those two models of emotional dissonance would benefit from a
synthesis of job characteristics with work characteristics, unfortunately, the two models
used the two types of characteristics in different contexts. Since job resources are usually
considered to be general resources in the JD-R model (Bakker and Demerouti 2007; Schaufeli
and Taris 2014), the level of dissonance may influence job stress and work motivation in
the workplace. For example, previous studies examined the mediational role of emotional
dissonance in the JD-R model. Furthermore, several studies have focused on emotional
dissonance as a mediator in the relationship between job characteristics and employees’
well-being (Bakker and Heuven 2006; Cheung and Tang 2007). However, few studies
referred to call center work, and thus more work-related characteristics need to be explored.
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For example, high levels of negative emotions are associated with low levels of job stress
and intrinsic motivation towards work (e.g., Jeon and Yoon 2017).

Several recent studies have applied the SSO model to the context of call center work.
For example, in their study of Chinese call center and retail-shop employees, Cheung and
Tang (2010) demonstrated that work characteristics, as manifested by perceived display
rules, perceived performance monitoring, and perceived service culture, positively influ-
ence strain only through emotional dissonance. Furthermore, in a study of center agents,
Lewig and Dollard (2003) found that emotional dissonance fully mediated the relationship
between emotional demands, as expressed by the requirement to display positive emotions,
and emotional exhaustion. However, work and work-related conflict can be a source of
stress, and thus we need to consider those variables as stressors of emotional dissonance
(e.g., Grebner et al. 2003; Karatepe 2013).

Taken together, the previous findings highlight the potential of synthesizing the two
models into one framework. Accordingly, in the present study, we identify the role of
job stress in reflecting the gap between job demands and resources, and examine the
relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress, on the one hand, and that
of emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation, on the other hand. In this context,
married female call center employees are an interesting target group to study, as the work
environment involves the use of the ICT system.

2.3. The Combined Model of Emotional Dissonance: An Extension

In the present study, we apply the SSO model to examine how work stressors are
associated with job stress and intrinsic motivation. In this regard, Karatepe and Aleshinloye
(2009) examined the intrinsic motivation and described it as a leading factor of emotional
dissonance. However, intrinsic motivation may also be the result of emotional dissonance.
This implies the importance of focusing on those factors that facilitate or constrain the
relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress, or the relationship between
emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation.

The present study considered the traditional categories of job demand previously
identified in call center work. The first is work overload, a general demand investigated in
many studies employing the JD-R model (Bakker and Demerouti 2007; Schaufeli and Taris
2014). Here, workload is referred to as the quantity of tasks and activities agents have to
manage quickly, by handling calls as fast as possible (Grebner et al. 2003; Wegge et al. 2007),
whereas work overload can be defined as a degree of work that was given that exceeded
the worker’s ability (Ahuja et al. 2007). In addition, in the case of the proposed research
model, a “Stressor–Strain–Outcome” was developed to understand the relationship be-
tween emotional dissonance and various attitudes and organizational behaviors. Therefore,
we considered the work and work-related stress as moderators of emotional dissonance,
and job stress and intrinsic motivation.

Although most previous literature has tended to focus on the association between
emotional dissonance and display rules, we propose that emotional dissonance is positively
related to work strain, which, in turn, affects job stress and intrinsic motivation. In this
context, it is essential to determine the main driver of emotional dissonance of married
women working in call centers. We then argue that greater attention should be paid
to potential interactions between emotional dissonance and other work or work-related
conflicts, and their effect on job stress and intrinsic motivation.

Call centers are a suitable venue in which to examine the SSO model, as their workers
usually experience emotional dissonance and other work and work-related conflicts, which
significantly influence job stress and intrinsic motivation. On careful consideration of
those factors in the SSO model, a more integrated model to explain the stressor–strain
relationships of emotional labor can be suggested. Although previous studies started to
consider the JD-R model for job-focused emotional labor, more research is needed incor-
porate these into one coherent model (e.g., Cheung and Tang 2010). When applying this
model to call centers, work characteristics as a stressor will lead to work strain, which will,
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in turn, produce negative outcomes. Based on the SSO model, potential work stressors may
not exclude the issues of excessive workload and work–family conflict (Koeske et al. 1993;
Tetrick et al. 2000).

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the negative effect of emotional
dissonance on the intrinsic motivation that drives the stress itself. The emotional dissonance
is expected to increase the level of job stress and decrease intrinsic motivation through
emotional exhaustion (Zapf et al. 1999). Those increased levels of stress and diminished
intrinsic motivation can lead to negative organizational outcomes, including, among others,
poor quality of service, decreased productivity, and fast employee turnover. If work–family
conflicts are combined with emotional dissonance, the negative effects can be intensified to
further aggravate the negative effects of emotional dissonance. Therefore, we extend the
current SSO model of emotional dissonance, and then highlight the detrimental effect of
work and work–family-related conflicts of the married female workers in call centers on
the relationships between emotional dissonance and job stress and intrinsic motivation as
an extension. Figure 1 presents the proposed model.
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3. Hypotheses Development
3.1. Emotional Dissonance and Job Stress

Job stress is defined the total amount of negative psychological responses that workers
experience during job performance. In the present study, job stress is conceptualized as
the negative stress that occurs in the job. Job stress, which can occur in any member of an
organization, is a factor that negatively affects overall job attitudes, such as productivity,
job quality, and job satisfaction.

Several recent studies have indicated that emotional dissonance can occur when mem-
bers of the service-related industry become involved in emotional labor. The higher the
level of emotional dissonance perceived by workers in a call center, the more likely it is
that job stress will increase. The reason for this is that workers in call centers may undergo
emotional pressure or confusion in identity due to the necessity to control their emotions
and their attempt to show and/or feel positive emotions towards customers. For example,
Rafaeli (1989) found that workers do not feel much job stress in their emotional coordination
with their actual emotional and organizational emotional norms. In the case of inconsistent
emotional dissonance, job stress is significantly perceived. In addition, emotional disso-
nance can be a major cause of stress (Kenworthy et al. 2014), as emotional dissonance can
require experiencing emotions that are different from those a person actually feels.

According to the resource conservation theory (Baumeister and Heatherton 1996),
people feel stressed when facing the threat of losing their resources, when they actually lose
resources, and when they do not achieve the expected results after resource investment. In
addition, people tend to defend their resources, because they value their own resources
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rather than acquiring them, and tend to invest their own resources in both reacquisition
and recovery of lost resources (Halbesleben et al. 2014). If we apply this logic to call center
workers who are trained to hide their true feelings and follow the rules of emotional expres-
sion set by the organization, such as suppressing negative emotions or expressing positive
emotions, we may expect them to consume more resources to hide their actual emotions.
Due to the limited resources available to be used in this process, and which are available for
actual job performance, one may feel a reduction in the self-control required to perform the
job. This reduction in control can lead to conflicts with other employees in the job, which
can lead to negative psychological consequences and job attitudes. Similarly, call center
employees may use resources to perform their jobs and, as a result, become more aware
of job stress (Goussinsky 2011). Thus, increased emotional dissonance would increase
psychological tension by preventing the emotions from being displayed properly in an
organization, which would, in turn, increase job stress (Brotheridge and Grandey 2002).
Consequently, inconsistencies between the actual emotions and the emotions to be ex-
pressed appear, preventing employees from exerting emotional control. Therefore, the
higher the difference between the actual emotion and the demonstrated emotion, the lower
the level of emotional dissonance (as compared to the difference between the actual emo-
tion and the demonstrated emotion). Based on this logic, the following hypothesis can
be formulated:

Hypothesis 1. There is a positive relationship between the emotional dissonance and job stress of
married women working in call center.

3.2. Emotional Dissonance and Intrinsic Motivation

Although it may be reasonable to assume that the ability to affectively accomplish a
given task depends on the competence and capacity of an employee, the actual performance
of a job may vary depending on the desire and motivation of the employee at stake. In
general, motivation can be broadly categorized into extrinsic motivation and intrinsic
motivation. Whereas the former is mainly related to external material compensation, the
latter has nothing to do with material compensation, but is rather associated with pleasure
and satisfaction. Therefore, those employees who are satisfied and intrinsically motivated
are more likely to challenge their presence and accomplish their work assignments.

However, workers in call centers are usually engaged in more than 100 phone calls per
day, and are more likely to be influenced by external motivation than by internal motivation,
because they do not think phone calls are a robust task or a meaningful activity. This
implies that the roles and responsibilities of their jobs require intrinsic, rather than extrinsic,
motivation. In this regard, a significant negative correlation between emotional dissonance
and job satisfaction was previously reported (Abraham 1999; Lewig and Dollard 2003).

These intrinsic motivations of workers in call centers are expected to be low, especially
when experiencing emotional dissonance. Said differently, the behavior and attitude
stipulated in the manual should be performed even if a call center worker is treated unfairly
in his/her interaction with a customer. In particular, even if there is emotional dissonance
in a call center service, call center employees are required to control their emotions to
perform the work. As a result, emotional dissonance can cause emotional exhaustion, such
as exhaustion of emotional resources and energy (Bakker and Heuven 2006; Heuven and
Bakker 2003; Kenworthy et al. 2014; Zapf et al. 2001). In the case of emotional exhaustion
due to emotional dissonance, if the self is depleted, it will perceive an identity impairment,
even for a small work assignment. It may become stressful to maintain the identity, leading
to the loss of the desire to carry out the given task. Based on the above discussion, it can be
inferred that the intrinsic motivation, which is the satisfaction of the task or the task itself,
may be lowered or absent depending on the degree of perception of emotional dissonance.
Accordingly, the following hypothesis can be formulated:

Hypothesis 2. There is a negative relationship between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motiva-
tion of married women working in call centers.
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3.3. The Moderating Effects of Work Overload

In this case, work overload can be defined as an overworked task that is difficult
to effectively perform in terms of ability, time, and resources of organization members
(Gilboa et al. 2008). There are consistent findings that work overload is negatively re-
lated with psychological conditions such as employees’ dissatisfaction and frustration
(Spector et al. 1988). In a study by Jones et al. (2007), workers engaged in sales work and
task overload were found to have a negative relationship with organizational commitment
and job satisfaction. In Quick and Quick’s (1984) study, work overload was categorized
into quantitative and qualitative overload; whereas the former type of overload requires
excessive amounts of work to be performed within a limited period of time, the latter
means exceeding the skills, abilities, competencies, and knowledge possessed by individ-
ual members.

These work overloads negatively influence workers’ personal physical fatigue, psy-
chological anxiety, and self-esteem. If a firm requires excessive job performance from its em-
ployees, they can experience mental and physical stress, resulting in negative consequences,
such as reduced commitment and increased turnover intentions (Vandenberghe et al. 2011;
Wright and Cropanzano 1998). Therefore, in a work overload situation, call center workers
will be able to perceive emotional dissonance, which, in turn, will increase job stress. In
addition, as a result of interfering with performing core tasks, such a large amount of
work is likely to prevent workers from fulfilling other tasks, which may have a detrimental
effect on workers’ emotional state. As such, work overload is likely to degrade the quality
of work and, under these circumstances, workers will be more disturbed by the conflict
between the actual emotions and the desired emotions. This lowered self-confidence in task
performance due to emotional dissonance will also eventually reduce internal motivation.

Therefore, it is likely that emotional dissonance will further strengthen the positive
impact on job stress, and the negative impact on intrinsic motivation. Based on this logic
and the results of previous studies, the following hypotheses can be formulated:

Hypothesis 3. Work overload moderates the positive relationship between emotional dissonance
and job stress of married women working in call centers, in such a way that work overload reinforces
the positive relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress.

Hypothesis 4. Work overload moderates the negative relationship between emotional dissonance
and intrinsic motivation of married women working in call centers, in such a way that work overload
reinforces the negative relationship between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation.

3.4. The Moderating Effects of Work–Family Conflicts

Work–family conflict can be defined as a form of role conflict that arises when the
role pressures on an employee within an organization and in family life domains are
incompatible (Greenhaus and Beutell 1985). This implies that various experiences of
an employee in and outside of an organization s/he works in are mutually related and
negatively influence each other. Therefore, conflicts between work and family can be
an important source of stress in relation to emotional dissonance and, at the same time,
the effects of emotional dissonance on job stress and intrinsic motivation can be further
enhanced. The reason for this is that call center workers experiencing conflicts between
work and family are more prone to job stress and lack of intrinsic motivation than those
without conflict between work and family.

Today’s workers consider work–family balance as one of the key values; thus, work–
family balance and work-related stress will play an important role when applied in the
context of call center. Said differently, in the case of call center workers who perform various
services at the customer contact point, negative psychological states, such as physiological
tension, stress, dissatisfaction, and anxiety, can persist until after the work is completed.
This means that not only business, but also management between business and home,
should be prioritized.
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Work–family conflicts are known to occur more often in males than in females, and
more in married females than in single males. This means that dependents, including
children, can be a source of disturbing stress in married people’s work life (Gutek et al. 1991;
Parasuraman et al. 1996). For example, excessive commitment to work may cause conflict
by hindering the role of the family and, conversely, excessive commitment to family life
can amplify the conflict by interfering with the role in work. In other words, role conflicts
in work and family can increase the stress associated with job performance (Kossek and
Ozeki 1998), and this higher job stress can appear as a vicious cycle in which work–family
conflicts can be aggravated. Although the moderating effects of work–family conflicts have
not been discussed yet, we also explore the following hypotheses on the moderation effects
of work–family conflicts in the relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress
and intrinsic motivation.

Hypothesis 5. Work–family conflicts moderate the positive relationship between emotional disso-
nance and job stress of married women working in call centers, in such a way that work–family
conflicts reinforce the positive relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress.

Hypothesis 6. Work–family conflicts moderate the negative relationship between emotional dis-
sonance and intrinsic motivation of married women working in call centers, in such a way that
work–family conflicts reinforce the negative relationship between emotional dissonance and intrin-
sic motivation.

4. Methods
4.1. Ethical Statement

This study involved participants through the administration of a self-report question-
naire. There were no medical treatments or other procedures that could cause psychological
or social discomfort to participants, and additional ethical approval was not required.

4.2. Data Collection and Sample

The sample of this study was collected from married female workers working as coun-
selors in 7 domestic call centers of Korean financial institutions. To obtain the data for the
practical analysis, 500 questionnaires were distributed among married working women in
the call centers of the Korean financial institutions for two weeks. The consent to participate
in the survey was both informed and written. A total of 500 survey questionnaires were
distributed, of which 494 copies were returned. Of these, 468 questionnaires were used
for further analysis (valid response rate 93.6%). There was no significant difference in
characteristics between the data used in the actual analysis and the data re-moved.

The demographic characteristics of the final sample are as follows; 125 (26.7%) of the
participants were in their 20s, 308 (65.8%) were in their 30s, and 35 (7.5%) were in their 40s
(12.2%). Furthermore, 198 (42.3%) female workers had a high school diploma, while 213
(45.5%) were college graduates. Next, over two-thirds of the participants 372 (79.5%) had
children. In terms of job status, 177 (37.8%) were counselors, 255 (54.5%) were senior staff,
and 36 (7.7%) were higher than the senior staff. In terms of years of service, 90 (19.2%) of
the participants had work experience under 2 years, 184 (39.3%) from 2 years to 5 years,
155 (33.1%) from 5 years to 10 years, and 36 (7.7%) over 10 years. Finally, most call center
workers were irregular workers (91.4%) employed through a one-year renewal contract.
The number of participants who had previous turnover experience was 300 (64.1%).

4.3. Measurements

Independent Variable: Emotional dissonance was defined as “the felt conflict between
the way one feels toward interaction partners and the emotion one feels compelled to
display toward those individuals” (Rutner et al. 2008, p. 636). The conceptual definition
of emotional dissonance can be explained in a different way. For example, Morris and
Feldman (1996) capture emotional dissonance with three items (e.g., “Most of the time,
the way I act and speak with patients matches how I feel anyway”). We measured the
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emotional dissonance variable using four items proposed by Cheung and Cheung (2013),
and Rutner and his colleagues (2008). Five-point Likert-type scales ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) were used for all measures.

Dependent Variables: We examined the influences of emotional dissonance on job
stress and intrinsic motivation. First of all, job stress was defined as “physical and psy-
chological anxiety emanating from interaction between person and job” (Beehr 1985). As
argued by Newman and Beehr (1979), psychological imbalance reflects the psychological
responses of the individual to their job that may occur when the job demands exceed
the expectations of the individual. We measured the job stress variable using ten items
proposed by Parker and DeCotiis (1983).

Next, intrinsic motivation was defined as “satisfaction with self-actualization and own
work”. In this regard, Deci and Ryan (1985) described intrinsic motivation as a state of
commitment through the sense of accomplishment or challenge that an employee achieves
by performing a task. We measured intrinsic motivation variable using five items of the
questionnaire proposed by Tierney et al. (1999).

Moderators: We examined the moderating effects of work overload and work–family
conflict on the effects of emotional dissonance on job stress and intrinsic motivation. First,
work overload can be defined as “the degree of work that was given too much in terms
of the ability and time of the individual” (Ahuja et al. 2007), and was measured with four
items used by Ahuja and his colleagues (2007). Next, the work–family conflict is defined as
“a form of role conflict that arises when it is difficult to reconcile role expectations arising
from work and family” (Adams et al. 1996). We measured work–family conflict with five
items developed by Adams and his colleagues (1996).

Controls: Multiple regression analysis and hierarchical regression analysis were con-
ducted to test the hypotheses. First, to control for the effect of demographic variables,
gender, age, education level, grade, and years of service were used as control variables.
Following previous research (e.g., Deery et al. 2002), the number of turnovers was also
controlled for.

4.4. Analyses

The reliability and validity of the measurement tools were verified based on the
measure validation proposed by Nunnally and Bernstein (1994). The first item of the
questionnaire was assessed according to the method proposed by Churchill (1979). The
questionnaire items with a corrected item-to-total correlation of less than 0.40 were removed.
As a result, reliability using Cronbach’s alpha was found to be 0.838; intrinsic motivation,
0.944; job stress, 0.963; work overload, 0.864; and work–family conflict, 0.965. Therefore,
the reliability of the measurement tools used in this study was relatively satisfactory;
Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) applied the criteria of 0.60 or higher. Factor analysis was
conducted to verify the validity of the measurement tools.

As a result of the analysis presented in Table 1, all items satisfied the load of ± 0.50
or more.

Principal component analysis was adopted as a factor analysis method and a right-
angle rotation method was selected. As a result of the analysis, all items satisfied the
load of ± 0.50 or more. Therefore, it was concluded that the measurement items that had
undergone the purification procedure and the single dimensional verification procedure
had a high level of validity. SPSS 24.0 was used to perform hierarchical regression analyses
to examine the hypothesized model.
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Table 1. Results of the principal component analysis with oblique rotation.

Items

Factors

1 2 3 4 5

ED1. When dealing with clients, my expressed emotions differ from my
genuine feelings. 0.773

ED2. Most of the work time, my external emotion expression is different
from my genuine feelings. 0.823

ED3. To do my job well, I must pretend not to be irritated at customers
even when I may feel that way. 0.874

ED4. In interacting with customers, I must suppress irritation I may feel. 0.817

IM1. I enjoy finding solutions to complex problems. 0.860
IM2. I enjoy coming up with new ideas for products. 0.888
IM3. I enjoy engaging in analytical thinking. 0.947
IM4. I enjoy creating new procedures for work tasks. 0.932
IM5. I enjoy improving existing processes or products 0.857

JS1: Working here makes it hard to spend enough time with my family. 0.794
JS2: Working here leaves little time for other activities. 0.782
JS3: I frequently get the feeling I am married to the company. 0.885
JS4: I have too much work and too little time to do it in. 0.905
JS5: I sometimes dread the telephone ringing at home because the call
might be job-related. 0.914

JS6: I feel like I never have a day off. 0.908
JS7: Too many people at my level in the company get burned out by job
demands. 0.892

JS8: I have felt fidgety or nervous as a result of my job. 0.794
JS9: My job gets to me more than it should. 0.646
JS10: Sometimes when I think about my job I get a tight feeling in
my chest. 0.784

WO1: I feel that the number of requests, problems, or complaints I deal
with is more than I expected. 0.866

WO2: I feel that the amount of work I do interferes with how well it
is done. 0.750

WO3: I feel busy or rushed every day. 0.724
WO4: I feel pressured every day. 0.686

WFC1. The demands of my work interfere with my home and
family life. 0.777

WFC2. The amount of time my job takes up makes it difficult to fulfill
family responsibilities. 0.950

WFC3. Things I want to do at home do not get done because of the
demands my job puts on me. 0.911

WFC4. My work makes it difficult to fulfill my family duties. 0.931
WFC5. Due to work-related duties, I have to make changes to my plans
for family activities. 0.902

Eigen Value 11.07 5.33 3.15 2.71 1.02

Variance explained (%) 30.29 16.23 29.42 19.61 9.67

Cumulative (%) 30.29 46.52 59.82 79.43 80.57

Note: All factor loadings less than 0.50 were excluded from the table.

5. Results
5.1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

As shown in Table 2, highly significant associations among the variables of interest
were observed. First, emotional dissonance had a positive relationship with job stress
(r = 0.334) and negative association with intrinsic motivation (r = −0.156). Next, job
stress and intrinsic motivation were negatively correlated (r = −0.174). In the case of high
work overload, intrinsic motivation was low (r = −0.301) and there were negative and
significant correlations between work–family conflict and intrinsic motivation (r = −0.297).
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Finally, although work overloading was more highly correlated with emotional dissonance
(r = 0.109), the correlation between emotional dissonance and work–family conflict was
not significant.

Table 2. Mean, standard deviation, and Pearson correlations.

Variables Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4

1. Emotional Dissonance 3.748 0.663

2. Intrinsic Motivation 3.314 0.831 −0.156 **

3. Job Stress 3.566 0.649 0.334 ** −0.174 **

4. Work Overload 3.976 0.784 0.109 ** −0.301 ** 0.326 **

5. Work-Family Conflict 3.086 0.665 0.058 −0.297 ** 0.662 ** 0.631 **
Note: n = 468, ** p < 0.01.

5.2. Regression Results

We performed multiple and hierarchical regression analyses to test the hypotheses
(see Tables 3 and 4 for a summary of the results). Gender, age, educational background, job
title, tenure, and number of turnovers were used as control variables.

Table 3. The regression results of emotional dissonance on job stress.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

1. Age
2. Children

3. Education
4. Job Title
5. Tenure

6. Turnover Experience
7. Employment Mode

0.361 ***
0.250 ***
0.190 ***
0.103 †

−0.254 ***
0.136 ***
0.209 ***

0.390 ***
0.249 ***
0.093 **
0.211 ***
−0.346 ***

0.097 **
0.208 ***

0.223 ***
0.204 ***
0.198 ***

0.007
−0.281 ***

0.050 †
0.149 ***

0.249 **
0.286 ***
0.183 ***

0.075
−0.321 ***

0.044
0.139 ***

8. Emotional Dissonance 0.351 *** 0.268 *** 0.207 *

9. Work Overload
10. Work–Family Conflict

0.208 ***
0.356 ***

0.244 *
0.258 *

11. Emotional Dissonance
× Work Overload 0.290 **

12. Emotional Dissonance
× Work–Family Conflict 0.181 *

R2

Adjusted R2

Probability

0.215
0.209
0.000

0.322
0.316
0.000

0.414
0.410
0.000

0.427
0.422
0.000

Note: n= 468, † p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

The results of multiple regression analyses to verify the relationships between emo-
tional dissonance and job stress are shown in Table 3; the results regarding intrinsic motiva-
tion are presented in Table 4. The hierarchical regression analyses to verify the moderating
effects of work overload and work–family conflict are also presented in Tables 3 and 4. The
variance inflation factor (VIF) was less than 10 in the regression equation, and thus the
problem of multicollinearity did not appear.

As shown in Table 3, the results of regression Model2 showed that the regression
equation with emotion dissonance as an independent variable had the explanatory power
of 32.2% (R2 = 0.322). Regarding the significance of the variables, emotional dissonance had
statistically significant and positive influences on job stress (p < 0.001). Therefore, Hypoth-
esis 2 was supported. In addition, as shown in Table 4, the results of regression Model 2
show that 18.8% (R2 = 0.188) of the regression equation with emotional incongruence as an
independent variable had explanatory power. Regarding the significance of the variables,
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emotional dissonance affected the intrinsic motivation in the negative direction and was
statistically significant (p < 0.01). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 was also supported by the results
of our analyses.

Table 4. The regression results of emotional dissonance on intrinsic motivation.

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

1. Age
2. Children

3. Education
4. Job Title
5. Tenure

6. Turnover Experience
7. Employment Mode

−0.340 ***
0.055
0.054

0.210 ***
−0.156 *
0.101 **
0.020

−0.349 ***
0.0500.085 *

0.376 ***
−0.127†
0.113 **
0.020

−0.208 **
0.002
0.037

0.249 ***
−0.126†
0.147 ***
0.081*

−0.100
0.010

−0.070†
0.228 ***
−0.242 ***

0.120 **
0.108 **

8. Emotional Dissonance −0.111 ** −0.043 −0.251 ***

9. Work Overload
10. Work–Family Conflict

−0.171 ***
−0.279 ***

−0.329 ***
−0.401 ***

11. Emotional Dissonance
× Work Overload −0.217 ***

12. Emotional Dissonance
× Work–Family Conflict 0.159 **

R2

Adjusted R2

Probability

0.177
0.171
0.000

0.188
0.180
0.002

0.293
0.285
0.000

0.340
0.331
0.000

Note: n = 468, † p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

In hypothesis 3 and 5, we proposed that work overload and work-family conflict
will strengthen the positive relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress.
We found that work overload and work–family conflict strengthened the relationship
between emotional dissonance and job stress. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 (b = 0.290, p < 0.01)
and Hypothesis 5 (b = 0.181, p < 0.01) were supported by our results. These effects are
shown in Figures 2a and 3a. Furthermore, in Hypotheses 4 and 6, we suggested that
work overload and work-family conflict will reinforce the negative relationship between
emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation. Although Hypothesis 4 was supported
(b = −0.217, p < 0.001), Hypothesis 6 was not (b = 0.159, p < 0.01). The nature of these effects
is shown in Figures 2b and 3b.
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6. Discussion

The present study aimed to investigate the moderating effects of work overload and
work–family conflict in order to examine the relationships between emotional dissonance
and job stress, and between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation in call centers
of Korean financial institutions. Specifically, we sought to find out if there was a positive
relationship between emotional dissonance and job stress, and to examine the negative
relationship between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation, and to explore the
moderating effects of work overload and work–family conflict. To obtain data for the
practical analysis, 500 questionnaires were distributed among married working women in
seven call centers of Korean financial institutions. A total of valid 468 questionnaires were
gathered and used for further analysis (valid response rate 93.6%).

Our findings regarding the hypotheses testing can be summarized as follows. First,
our results consistently show that emotional dissonance has a positive effect on job stress
and a negative effect on intrinsic motivation. Second, we found that work overload is a
moderator between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation and, at the same time,
work–family conflicts were shown to have moderating effects on the relationship between
emotional dissonance and job stress, and emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation.

These findings provide the following implications. First, emotional dissonance plays
an important role for increasing job stress, while emotional dissonance has negative effects
on intrinsic motivation. In this study, we confirmed that, due to emotional dissonance,
employees in call centers have experienced negative psychological, emotional, and physical
reactions. Usually, call center workers are expected to achieve customers’ satisfaction via
telephone contact with their customers, which means their emotions should be evident,
as described in the employee manual, but their emotional expressions must be carefully
controlled. Without changing the manner of interacting with customers, increased job stress
may cause unintended dissatisfaction with their jobs, because customers’ satisfaction in
their contact with employees in call centers is hard to attain due to the current employment
and program for emotional labor. Thus, we can conclude that the higher the strength of
emotional labor, the higher the dissatisfaction with the job and the depletion of mental
resources (e.g., Abraham 1999).

Second, our results show that work overload has moderating effects on the relationship
between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation. The conventional models of
emotional dissonance have suggested that job stress may drive employee’s exhaustion, but
did not carefully consider job stress as an outcome of emotional dissonance. Moreover,
Abraham (1998) argued that there was a need to identify contingencies that may mitigate
or strengthen the negative effects of emotional dissonance. Considering that emotional
dissonance entails a discrepancy between socially prescribed and true emotions, it is
important to understand the role of work context. However, recent studies investigating
the effect of emotional dissonance in organizations failed to consider contextual effects,
but focused on individual factors such as age or self-efficacy (e.g., Indregard et al. 2018).
Therefore, our results suggest that work overload can be a source of emotional dissonance
and, at the same time, moderate the relationship between emotional dissonance and job
stress, in addition to that between emotional dissonance and intrinsic motivation.

Finally, the results of the present study show that work–family conflict has moderating
effects on the relations between emotional dissonance and job stress. This study focused on
married women working in call centers in South Korea. It is also true that married women
have a relatively more important role in family life than married men (although there have
been some changes to the distribution of gender roles in the modern society). In addition,
psychological disparities in the call center workplace are likely to cause various conflict at
home. The results of the empirical analysis directly confirm that the work–family conflict is
part of a vicious cycle of increasing job stress in the workplace.
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6.1. Theoretical and Practical Implications

This study provides the following theoretical and practical implications. First, as
predicted, call center workers are exposed to emotional dissonance by encountering various
customers and, in situations when emotional dissonance of call center workers is high,
job stress is also high and internal motivation is low. Based on these results, we suggest
that officers of call centers need to manage the emotional dissonance of employees in
call centers where job stress is usually high and intrinsic motivation is low. Reducing
the emotional dissonance is more likely to reduce the level of job stress, and restore the
intrinsic motivation; therefore, this means of decreasing the emotional labor of employees
can increase the productivity of call centers. The introduction of various psychological
programs that address the emotional dissonance of employees working in call centers will
minimize the side effects that may arise from emotional dissonance.

Second, the results of this study suggest that emotional dissonance of female workers
working in call centers results in a higher job stress and a lower intrinsic motivation
compared to a large job overload. This means that work overload can be a major stressor
because it may deplete individuals’ limited resources to complete their jobs. In contrast
to previous studies that noted the limited role of work overload (e.g., Rutner et al. 2008),
the present study revealed the importance of work overload on the effect of emotional
dissonance and outcomes. The current study successfully indicated that work overload
is associated with individual emotional dissonance, which leads to more job stress and
lower intrinsic motivation. Our results clearly suggest that excessive work overloads
of female workers working in call centers act as another stressor to increase job stress,
and decrease intrinsic motivation. However, at the same time, these factors moderate
the relationship between emotional dissonance and work attitude, such as job stress and
intrinsic motivation. Various job-related anxiety factors can be eliminated to create realistic
means to reduce work overload, but it is still necessary to carefully consider how to convert
regular workers to non-regular workers who work in call centers.

Third, we found that work–family conflicts have a significant effect on the job stress of
female workers in call centers and on the reduction in internal motivation. Previous studies
investigated the possible effect that stress has on work–family conflict (Rabenu et al. 2017)
or that work–family conflict has on stress (Judge and Colquitt 2004). However, married
women working in call centers are exposed to an excessive work environment and work-
related conflicts. Our results suggest that women who work in call centers are more likely
to experience various work–family conflicts and, accordingly, the higher level of work–
family conflicts among married female workers increases job stress. In this way, various
schemes may be required to prevent work–family conflict from becoming a source of job
stress, because emotional dissonance increases the effect of job stress and lowers intrinsic
motivation. In this case, the adoption of family-friendly systems for married women will
help solve various problems faced by female workers of call centers. This means that
control should not only focus on work-related conflict, but should also consider work–
family conflict, to enhance job performance and change attitudes toward jobs for married
woman working in call centers.

6.2. Limitations and Future Research Directions

The limitations of this study and future research directions are as follows. First, this
study was based on the data from a single survey method and workers in call centers self-
reported their opinions, which may have resulted in errors and bias. In order to address
this limitation, it is necessary to collect data from different sources. In addition, although all
the hypotheses tested in the present study were supported by the data analysis, causality
was not confirmed. This may be because we used cross-sectional data at a certain point
in time, and errors may exist in the causal relationship among the variables of concern.
Therefore, it would be better to collect data at different points in time and check for possible
endogenous problems to identify true causality, so that the model of emotional dissonance
can confirm a more accurate causal relationship for job stress or intrinsic motivation.
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Second, this study focused on the empirical data obtained from married women
working in call centers; therefore, the target population can impose limitations on the
generalizability of our results. Of course, as predicted, the results of the present analysis
show that women working in call centers who felt emotional dissonance have experienced
higher job stress and lower intrinsic motivation. This means that, without addressing their
emotional dissonance, women working in call centers are unable to perform their jobs
properly. Although these findings cannot be generalized to organizations other than call
centers, it is important to analyze and compare the differences among people of different
occupations (e.g., Jeon and Yoon 2017; Martins et al. 2002). In future research, more studies
are needed to compare married and unmarried women working in call centers. It is also
necessary to collect data that can compare the characteristics of various occupations or
organizations to determine the true relationship between emotional dissonance and job
stress or intrinsic motivation (e.g., Bakker and Heuven 2006; Lewig and Dollard 2003).
By doing so, a more comprehensive understanding of the application of the emotional
dissonance model can be achieved.

In this study, we tested and applied the emotional dissonance model, i.e., the SSO
model of Koeske et al. (1993), and extended it with the JD-R model to explain the phe-
nomenon of emotional dissonance in call centers and to examine emotional dissonance
in more detail (e.g., Molino et al. 2016). Although our results contributed to both of these
previous studies, the relationships between emotional dissonance and job stress or intrinsic
motivation can be further elaborated by exploration of other predictors. This means that
future researchers may also benefit from analyzing different outcomes of the SSO model,
such as connecting the model to significant organizational behaviors beyond job stress and
intrinsic motivation (e.g., Cheung and Cheung 2013; Cheung and Tang 2010). Moreover,
in order to propose a more comprehensive model among the variables of interest, or to
consider different moderating variables to compare individual differences, it is also neces-
sary to examine the mediating effect of emotional dissonance (e.g., Cheung and Tang 2010;
Van Dijk and Brown 2006). In this context, we suggest that self-control or self-monitoring
would be appropriate variables to provide a legitimate explanation for comparing the
results (e.g., Abraham 1999; Diestel and Schmidt 2010).
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